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The lifting ability of an airfoil is a function of its shape and its angle of attack.  The shape affects
the lifting ability because the longer distance that the air must travel over the top of the wing
means that the air must move faster relative to the air flowing under the shorter distance under
the wing.  Because the velocity is higher over the wing the relative pressure below the wing is
higher and the pressure difference creates the lift.

Even flat thin airfols can create lift if they are angled relative to the direction of the air flow. 
This is because a portion of the airflow is directed upward against the wing.

In this experiment the effect of both the angle of attack and airfoli shape on lift are evaluated.  A
wind tunnel was built, several wing shapes designed and built, and a scale was used to measure
quantitatively the effect of both wing shape and angle of attack on the amount of lift generated.
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The effect of wing shape and angle of attack on lifting capability
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